### Stage # 4
### The Cirillo Drill

**RULES:** IDPA Rule Book 2005  
**CONCEALMENT GARMENT:** Required  
**COURSE DESIGNER:** 2007 IDPA Nationals Stage 12 Bay 7, modified by Jon Santini

**STARTING POSITION:** Standing at P1, hands relaxed at sides, gun loaded to division capacity.

**SCENARIO:** Only two hours into his first shift on the NYPD Stakeout Squad, Officer Jim Cirillo found himself concealed in the manager’s booth of a store that was under constant threat of robbery. Three thugs enter the store, intent on evil doing. While popping out of concealment to make the arrest, part of his body armor detached from his vest and hit the floor loudly. With all three thugs now focused on him and under threat of deadly harm, Officer Cirillo shot all three thugs. For his actions, he was awarded the Queen’s County District Attorney’s Office Award for Outstanding Heroism and later that year was made one of the 10 Most Outstanding American Handgunners.

This stage was presented at the 2007 IDPA National Championships (by American Handgunner) to honor the memory of Jim Cirillo and pay respects to a man who was one of the “Modern Day Gunfighters” and who was a driving force to revolutionize the concept of police firearms training and survival skills.

**STAGE PROCEDURE:** At the start signal, draw and engage T1-T3 with 2 shot each in tactical priority.

**Notes:**  
- Reload as necessary using any IPDA reload.

**SCORING:** Vickers Count  
**ROUND COUNT:** 6 Minimum  
**SCORED HITS:** Best 2 shots on T1-T3  

**RELOADS:** Any IDPA reloads  
**START-STOP:** Audible and last shot

---

**Prop List**  
1 Steel Wall  
3 Target Stands  
6 Uprights  
3 Threat Targets

---
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